Sample Rubric for eco-Choices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>eco-Choices component</th>
<th>Suggested Scoring Rubric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Town Description Chart & Presentation         | 3= Chart is filled out and group explains the town accurately and completely  
2= Chart is filled out but the group is not able to explain the town’s constraints and considerations  
1= Chart is not filled out and the group is not able to explain the town’s constraints and considerations |
| Thinking Chart & Decision Chart; Presentation of Choices | 4= Charts are filled out and presentation of choices is made clearly, referencing evidence from the packet and explaining the mechanisms for how the choices impact the environment & human health  
3= Charts are filled out and evidence is provided, but the mechanisms for how the choices impact the environment are incorrect  
2= Charts are filled out but no evidence is provided and the mechanisms are incorrect  
1= Charts are not filled out, no evidence is provided, and the mechanisms are incorrect |